
Australian Government 

Department of the Environment and Energy 

APPROVAL 

Surat North CSG Project, Queensland (EPBC 2018/8276) 

This decision is made under sections 130(1) and 133(1) of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 (Cth). Note that section 134(lA) of the EPBC Act applies to this approval, which 
provides in general terms that if the approval holder authorises another person to undertake any part 
of the action, the approval holder must take all reasonable steps to ensure that the other person is 
informed of any conditions attached to this approval, and that the other person complies with any 
such condition. 

Details 

QGC Pty Limited Person to whom the 
approval is granted 
(approval holder) 

ACN of approval holder 

Action 

089642553 

To construct, operate and decommission up to 740 coal seam gas wells, 
and associated infrastructure, in the Surat Basin Acreage Development, 
approximately 20 km west of Wandoan in Queensland (see EPBC Act 
referral 2018/8276). 

Approval decision 

My decisions on whether or not to approve the taking of the action for the purposes of each 
controlling provision for the action are as follows. 

Controlling Provisions 

Listed Threatened Species and Communities 
Section 18 
Section 18A 

Approve 
Approve 

Section 24E Approve 

Coal seam gas or large coal mining development impact on water resources 
Section 24D Approve 

Period for which the approval has effect 

This approval has effect until 31 December 2082. 

Decision-maker 

Name and positian Andrew McNee 
Assistant Secretary of Assessments and Governance Branch 
Department of the Environment and Energy 

Signature 

Date of decision 'f December 2019 
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Conditions of approval 

This approval is subject to the conditions under the EPBC Act as set out in ANNEXURE A. 
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ANNEXURE A - CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

Part A - Conditions specific to the action 

Project Area 

1. For the purpose of the action, the approval holder must not undertake any activities outside the 
project area. 

Disturbance Limits 

2. The approval holder must not clear more than: 

a) 80 ha of South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat. 

b) 62 ha of Koala (Phascolarctos cinerus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) 
habitat. 

c) 62 ha of Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat. 

d) 9 ha of Brigalow (Acacia harpophylla dominant and co-dominant) threatened ecological 
community. 

Pre-clearance Surveys 

3. The approval holder must undertake pre-clearance surveys of areas to be cleared prior to clearing. 

4. Pre-clearance surveys must be undertaken by a suitably qualified field ecologist and undertaken 
in accordance with the Department's Survey Guidelines in effect at the time of the pre-clearance 
surveyor other survey methodology endorsed by the Department in writing. 

5. The results of pre-clearance surveys must be presented in pre-clearance survey reports. Each pre 
clearance survey report which demonstrates a potential impact to listed threatened species and 
communities as a result of clearing must be published on the website within 6 months of 
completion and remain published on the website for the period of approval. The approval holder 
must notify the Department within five business days of publishing each pre-clearance survey 
report. 

Listed Threatened Species and Communities Management Plans 

6. The approval holder must manage impacts to listed threatened species and communities that are 
known to occur within the project area in accordance with the Significant Species Management 
Plan (SSMP). 

7. If a listed threatened species or community which are not addressed in the SSMP are identified in 
the project area, the approval holder must revise the SSMP to include management measures to 
avoid and/or mitigate impacts to that listed threatened species or community and submit, within 
3 months of identifying this listed threatened species or community, a copy of the revised SSMP 
to the Minister for written approval. The approved revised SSMP must be implemented. 

8. The approval holder must manage to reduce/minimise impacts to listed threatened species and 
communities from pest and weed species in accordance with the Biosecurity Control Manual. 

9. The approval holder must undertake the action in accordance with the Reinstatement and 
Rehabilitation Manual. 

10. The approval holder must undertake the action in accordance with the Constraints Planning and 
Field Development Protocol. 

Environmental Offsets 

11. The approval holder must prepare an Offset Management Plan that details the provision of offsets 
in accordance with the Offset Assessment Guide values. If offsets in accordance with the Offset 
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Assessment Guide values cannot be provided, an alternative offset or offsets must be proposed. 
The Offset Management Plan must: 

a) be prepared by a suitably qualified person, and in accordance with the principles of the EPBC 
Act Environmental Offsets Policy and the Department's Environmental Management Plan 
Guidelines; 

b) demonstrate how the offsets compensate for the impacts of the action in accordance with the 
Offset Assessment Guide values and consistent with the EPBC Act Environmental Offsets 
Policy; and 

c) include, but not be limited to: 

i. baseline data that validates the habitat quality score of the South-eastern Long-eared 
Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined 
populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) 
habitat cleared for the purpose of undertaking Stage 1 in the Offset Assessment Guide 
values. The approval holder may also elect to provide baseline data that validates the 
habitat quality score of the South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat, 
Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) 
habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat cleared for the purpose of 
undertaking Stage 2 in the Offset Assessment Guide values in the Offset Management 
Plan; 

ii. a description of the offsets, including location, size, condition, environmental values 
present and surrounding land uses; 

iii. baseline data and other supporting evidence that documents the presence, suitability 
and baseline quality of the South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat, 
Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) 
habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat within the offset area/s; 

iv. maps and shapefiles of the offset area/s; 

v. specific objectives to demonstrate South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) 
habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the 
ACT) habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat quality improvement over 
the life of the approval; 

vi. specific management actions, and timeframes for implementation, to be carried out to 
meet the specific objectives to improve the quality of the South-eastern Long-eared Bat 
(Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of 
Qld, NSW and the ACT) habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat within 
the offset area/s; 

vii. key performance indicators to demonstrate the improvement to the quality of the South 
eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeml habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) 
(combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) habitat and Greater Glider 
(Petauroides volans) habitat within the offset area/s; 

viii. the nature, timing and frequency of monitoring to determine the success of management 
actions against key performance indicators; 

ix. the timing for the provision of an annual monitoring report to the Department. The 
monitoring report must include data relating to the key performance indicators and 
provide a table of management measures taken during the previous 12 month period; 

x. an assessment of risks that the key performance indicators and/or plan objectives will 
not be met and identification of the sources of those risks and strategies for managing 
them; 
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xi. indicative corrective actions that will be implemented in the event monitoring activities 
indicate key performance indicators are not or are unlikely to be achieved; 

xii. the roles and responsibilities for implementing the management actions; 

xiii. evidence of consistency with relevant conservation advices, recovery plans and/or threat 
abatement plans. 

12. The approval holder must not commence clearing of South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus 
corbeni) habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the 
ACT) habitat or Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat associated with Stage 2 unless the 
Minister has approved the Offset Management Plan in writing. The approval holder must 
implement the approved Offset Management Plan. 

13. The approval holder must legally secure the offset area/s proposed in the Offset Management 
Plan approved by the Minister within 9 months of the date of the Minister's approval of the Offset 
Management Plan. 

14. If the approval holder did not provide baseline data that validates the habitat quality score of the 
South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) 
(combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides 
volans) habitat cleared for the purpose of undertaking Stage 2 in the Offset Assessment Guide 
values under Condition 11(c)(i), the approval holder must, within 50 months of the approval of the 
Offsets Management Plan, submit a Revised Offset Management Plan to the Minister for written 
approval. 

15. The Revised Offset Management Plan must constitute a revision of the approved Offset 
Management Plan and include baseline data that validates the habitat quality score of the South 
eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni) habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined 
populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat 
cleared for the purpose of undertaking Stage 2. If the residual impact of the action on listed 
threatened species and communities is greater than that predicted in the approved Offset 
Management Plan, as demonstrated through the habitat quality score of the areas cleared for the 
purpose of undertaking Stage 2, an offset or offsets to compensate for the additional residual 
impact must be provided. Any additional offset or offsets must be consistent with the EPBC Act 
Environmental Offsets Policy. The Minister may request specified changes to the revised Offsets 
Management Plan, and specify a timeframe to make the changes. If the Minister requests 
changes, the approval holder must make the specified changes to the revised Offsets Management 
Plan and resubmit it within the specified timeframe. The approval holder must implement that 
Revised Offset Management Plan. 

16. The approval holder must legally secure the offset area/s proposed in the approved Revised Offset 
Management Plan within 12 months of the date of the Minister's approval of the Revised Offset 
Management Plan. 

Note 1: Offsets for some species may be accommodated within ecological communities or overlap State approval 
requirements or other species habitat requirements, as long as they meet the requirements of these conditions of approval in 
respect to impacts to each individual listed threatened species and communities being offset. 

Note 2: The Minister may determine that offsets approved by the Queensland Government satisfy the requirements for 
offsetting listed threatened species and communities as long as any required offsets comply with the principles of the EPBe 
Act Environmental Offsets Policy or an equivalent Queensland Government offsets policy that ensures the maintenance and 
protection of listed threatened species and communities. 

Chemical Risk Assessment 

17. Prior to the use of any new drilling fluid compound/s, the approval holder must undertake a 
chemical risk assessment. The chemical risk assessment must be undertaken in accordance with 
best practice risk assessment methodology. 

18. The approval holder must not use any new drilling fluid compound/s determined by the best 
practice risk assessment methodology to be high risk until the chemical risk assessment for that 
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new drilling fluid compound has been approved in writing by the Minister. For any new drilling 
fluid compound identified as medium or high hazard, the chemical risk assessment must be 
provided to the Minister prior to the use of the new drilling fluid compound. 

19. The approval holder must implement the approved chemical risk assessment. 

Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem Monitoring and Management 

20. The approval holder must ensure that there is no adverse effect on the function of groundwater 
dependent ecosystems (GOEs) in, or within 30 km of, the project area as a result of groundwater 
extraction. The approval holder must minimise the surface disturbance of GOEs and ensure that 
there is no adverse effect on the viability of any patch of a GOE. 

21. To ensure there is no adverse effect on the function of GDEs or viability of patches of GOEs; the 
approval holder must provide for the approval of the Minister: 

a) description and location of all patches of GDEs; 

b) performance criteria; 

c} trigger values: and 

d) limits. 

22. The description and location of all patches of GOEs, performance criteria, trigger values and limits 
must be submitted to the Minister with an accompanying GDE Program prepared by a suitably 
qualified water resources expert and accompanied by a GOE Program peer review undertaken by 
an independent suitably qualified water resources expert, which explains the scientific basis on 
which the description and location of all patches of GOEs, performance criteria, trigger values and 
limits have been derived to ensure that Condition 20 will be met. The GDE Program must include, 
and provide justification of: 

a) hydrogeological conceptual modelling, including an ecohydrological model incorporating the 
stressor-response relationships for all GOEs, local scale numerical modelling and consideration 
of cumulative impacts; 

b) a site-specific risk assessment; 

c) past and proposed ongoing monitoring; 

d) the procedure/methodology used to detect whether a trigger value and/or limit has been 
reached or exceeded and to identify the area contributing to the exceedance; 

e) proposed mitigation strategy, including corrective action(s) if trigger values and/or limits are 
reached or exceeded and consideration of cumulative impacts; 

f) evidence to confirm adverse effects on the function of GOEs or the viability of patches of 
GOEs have not occurred or are not occurring as a result of Stage 1 and to demonstrate that the 
proposed trigger values and limits have not been influenced by the commencement of 
Stage 1; and 

g) proposed reporting. 

23. The approval holder must not commence groundwater extraction associated with Stage 2 unless 
the description and location of all patches of GOEs, performance criteria, trigger values and limits 
have been approved by the Minister in writing. 

24. The description and location of all patches of GOEs, performance criteria, trigger values and limits 
must be provided to the Minister for written approval within 6 months of the commencement of 
groundwater extraction associated with Stage 1. The approval holder must not commence 
groundwater extraction associated with Stage 2 until the description and location of all patches of 
GOEs, performance criteria, trigger values and limits are approved by the Minister in writing. 

25. The approval holder must undertake the action in accordance with the approved performance 
criteria, trigger values and limits. 
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26. For each 12 month period following the date of commencement of groundwater extraction, or in 
accordance with a date otherwise agreed in writing by the Minister, the approval holder must 
submit an outcomes report prepared by a suitably qualified water resources expert and 
accompanied by an outcomes report peer review undertaken by an independent suitably 
qualified water resources expert, for the written acceptance of the Minister. Each outcomes 
report, accompanied by the peer review, must be submitted to the Minister within 6 months of 
the end of the 12 month period that is the subject of the outcomes report. 

27. The outcomes report submitted under Condition 26 must include, but not be limited to: 

a) Performance against the approved trigger values and limits, including analysis of trends that 
indicate that reaching or exceeding an approved trigger value or limit is likely during or before 
the next reporting period and demonstration of how adverse effects on the viability of 
patches of GOEs has been minimised. 

b) Any changes to the existing regulatory arrangements in place to avoid adverse effects tothe 
function of GOEs or viability of patches of GOEs, not limited to legislation, standards or codes 
or practice, governance arrangements and existing controls. 

28. The Minister may request the provision of additional information, and specify a deadline by which 
the approval holder must provide this information, to substantiate an outcomes report and/or to 
verify the risk to the function of GOEs or viability of patches of GOEs. 

29. If, on the basis of the information provided (or that has not been provided) under Condition 26 
and/or Condition 28, and/or other information available to the Minister, the Minister determines 
that the action has had, or is likely to have, an adverse effect on the function of GOEs or viability 
of patches of GOEs, the Minister may notify the approval holder in writing in accordance with the 
provisions of Condition 31. 

Note 3: The Minister may throughout the life of the approval seek advice from experts, or an expert panel. As a consequence, 
specific matters identified through such advice may need to be addressed inthe GDE Program or any outcomes report. Where 
such advice is sought, the approval holder will be provided with opportunity to submit information and respond to the specific 
matters identified, in order to ensure reports are based on the best available information. Review requirements will facilitate 
adaptive management,align with Queensland Government approval requirements, and account for potential cumulativeimpacts 
as new scientific information becomes available overthe life of the approval. 

30. If the approval holder detects that a trigger value has been reached or exceeded, the approval 
holder must report this to the Minister within five business days of the detection. If a trigger 
value is reached or exceeded, the approval holder must submit within 3 months of the detection, 
any proposed corrective action(s) to the Minister in writing and demonstrate that the proposed 
corrective action(s) will not result in impacts beyond the scope of the action. Proposed corrective 
action(s) must not be implemented unless the Minister agrees, in writing, that it will not result in 
impacts beyond the scope of the action. 

31. If the approval holder detects that a limit has been reached or exceeded, the approval holder must 
report this to the Minister within one business day of the detection. The approval holder must 
also cease groundwater extraction associated with the action and with the EPBC 2013/7047 
approved action in the area identified as contributing to the exceedance of the limit as determined 
using the procedure/methodology required under Condition 22(d) within 48 hours of detecting 
that a limit has been reached or exceeded, or of receiving notification that the Minister has 
determined that an adverse effect on the function of GOEs or viability of patches of GOEs has 
occurred. 

32. If the approval holder has been required to cease groundwater extraction pursuant to 
Condition 31, the approval holder must not recommence groundwater extraction until the impact 
has been reversed, or the Minister has agreed, in writing, that no adverse effect on the function 
of GOEs or viability of patches of GOEs has occurred, is occurring or likely to occur, and approval 
to recommence groundwater extraction has been given by the Minister in writing. Approval to 
recommence groundwater extraction may be subject to conditions that the Minister considers 
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reasonable. The Minister may direct the approval holder to implement corrective action(s) at the 
approval holder's expense. 

33. Within two years of the date of this approval, the approval holder must submit revised 
descriptions and locations of all patches of GOEs, performance criteria, trigger values and limits 
for the written approval of the Minister. The revised performance criteria, trigger values and 
limits must be in accordance with coal seam gas water management guidelines. 

Part B - Standard administrative conditions 

Notification of date of commencement of Stage 1 

Stage 1 within 10 business days after the date of commencement of Stage 1. 

35. If the commencement of Stage 1 does not occur within 5 years from the date of this approval, 
then the approval holder must not commence Stage 1 without the prior written agreement of the 
Minister. 

Compliance records 

36. The approval holder must maintain accurate and complete compliance records. 

37. If the Department makes a request in writing, the approval holder must provide electronic copies 
of compliance records to the Department within the timeframe specified in the request. 

Note 4: Compliance records may be subject to audit by the Department or an independent auditor in accordance with 
section 458 of the EPBC Act, and or used to verify compliance with the conditions. Summaries of the result of an audit may be 
published on the Department's website or through the general media. 

Preparation and publication of plans 

38. The approval holder must: 

a. submit plans electronically to the Department; 

b. publish each plan on the website within 20 business days of the date the plan is approved by 
the Minister or of the date a revised action management plan is submitted to the Minister or 
the Department, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Minister; 

c. exclude or redact sensitive ecological data from plans published on the website or provided 
to a member of the public; and 

d. keep plans published on the website until the end date of this approval. 

39. The approval holder must ensure that any monitoring data (including sensitive ecological data), 
surveys, maps, and other spatial and meta data required under a plan or conditions of this 
approval, is prepared in accordance with the Department's Guidelines for biological survey and 
mapped data (2018) and submitted electronically to the Department in accordance with the 
requirements of the plan or conditions of approval. 

Annual compliance reporting 

40. The approval holder must prepare a compliance report for each 12 month period following the 
date of commencement of the action, or otherwise in accordance with an annual date that has 
been agreed to in writing by the Minister. The approval holder must: 

a. publish each compliance report on the website within 60 business days following the 
relevant 12 month period; 

b. notify the Department by email that a compliance report has been published on the website 
and provide the weblink for the compliance report within five business days of the date of 
publication; 
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c. keep all compliance reports publicly available on the website until this approval expires; 

d. exclude or redact sensitive ecological data from compliance reports published on the 
website; and 

e. where any sensitive ecological data has been excluded from the version published, submit 
the full compliance report to the Department within five business days of publication. 

Note 5: Compliance reports may be published on the Department's website. 

Reporting non-compliance 

41. The approval holder must notify the Department in writing of any: incident; non-compliance with 
the conditions; or non-compliance with the commitments made in plans. The notification must be 
given as soon as practicable, and no later than two business days after becoming aware of the 
incident or non-compliance. The notification must specify: 

a. any condition which is or may be in breach; 

b. a short description of the incident and/or non-compliance; and 

c. the location (including co-ordinates), date, and time of the incident and/or non-compliance. 
In the event the exact information cannot be provided, provide the best information 
available. 

42. The approval holder must provide to the Department the details of any incident or non 
compliance with the conditions or commitments made in plans as soon as practicable and no later 
than 10 business days after becoming aware of the incident or non-compliance, specifying: 

a. any corrective action or investigation which the approval holder has already taken or intends 
to take in the immediate future; 

b. the potential impacts of the incident or non-compliance; and 

c. the method and timing of any remedial action that will be undertaken by the approval holder. 

Independent audit 

43. The approval holder must ensure that independent audits of compliance with the conditions are 
conducted as requested in writing by the Minister. 

44. For each independent audit, the approval holder must: 

a. provide the name and qualifications of the independent auditor and the draft audit criteria to 
the Department; 

b. only commence the independent audit once the audit criteria have been approved in writing 
by the Department; and 

c. submit an audit report to the Department within the timeframe specified in the approved 
audit criteria. 

45. The approval holder must publish the audit report on the website within 10 business days of 
receiving the Department's approval of the audit report and keep the audit report published on 
the website until the end date of this approval. 

Revision of action management plans 

46. The approval holder may, at any time, apply to the Minister for a variation to an action 
management plan approved by the Minister under condition 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or 14, or as 
subsequently revised in accordance with these conditions, by submitting an application in 
accordance with the requirements of section 143A of the EPBC Act. If the Minister approves a 
revised action management plan (RAMP) then, from the date specified, the approval holder must 
implement the RAMP in place of the previous action management plan. 
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47. The approval holder may choose Lu revise an action management plan approved by the Minister 
under condition 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10 or as subsequently revised in accordance with these conditions, 
without submitting it for approval under section 143A of the EPBC Act, if the taking of the action in 
accordance with the RAMP would not be likely to have a new or increased impact. 

48. If the approval holder makes the choice under condition 47 to revise an action management plan 
without submitting it for approval, the approval holder must: 

a. notify the Department in writing that the approved action management plan has been 
revised and provide the Department with: 

i. an electronic copy of the RAMP; 

ii. an electronic copy of the RAMP marked up with track changes to show the differences 
between the approved action management plan and the RAMP; 

iii. an explanation of the differences between the approved action management plan and 
the RAMP; 

iv. the reasons the approval holder considers that taking the action in accordance with the 
RAMP would not be likely to have a new or increased impact; and 

v. written notice of the date on which the approval holder will implement the RAMP 
(RAMP implementation date), being at least 20 business days after the date of 
providing notice of the revision of the action management plan, or a date agreed to in 
writing with the Department. 

b. subject to condition 47, implement the RAMP from the RAMP implementation date. 

49. The approval holder may revoke their choice to implement a RAMP under condition 47 at any time 
by giving written notice to the Department. If the approval holder revokes the choice under 
condition 47, the approval holder must implement the action management plan in force 
immediately prior to the revision undertaken under condition 47. 

50. If the Minister gives a notice to the approval holder that the Minister is satisfied that the taking of 
the action in accordance with the RAMP would be likely to have a new or increased impact, then: 

a. condition 47 does not apply, or ceases to apply, in relation to the RAMP; and 

b. the approval holder must implement the action management plan specified by the Minister in 
the notice. 

51. At the time of giving the notice under condition 50 the Minister may also notify that for a specified 
period of time, condition 47 does not apply for one or more specified action management plans. 

Note 6: conditions 47, 48, 49 and 50 are not intended to limit the operation of section 143A of the EPBe Act which allows the 
approval holder to submit a revised action management plan, at any time, to the Minister for approval. 

Completion of the action 

52. Within 30 days after the completion of the action, the approval holder must notify the 
Department in writing and provide completion data. 

Part C - Definitions 

In these conditions, except where contrary intention is expressed, the following definitions are used: 

Adverse effect/s means an exceedance of a limit as a result of the project. 

Aquatic GOEs means ecosystems dependent on the surface expression of groundwater, including: 

river baseflow systems, aquatic and riparian ecosystems that exist in or adjacent to 
streams (including the hyporheic zone) which are fed by groundwater; and 
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wetlands (aquatic communities and fringing vegetation dependent on groundwater-fed 

lakes and wetlands), including palustrine and lacustrine wetlands that receive 

groundwater discharge and spring and swamp ecosystems. 

Best practice risk assessment methodology means a risk assessment in accordance with best 
practice national or international standards and guidelines including, but not limited to: 

a) US EPA (2014). EPA-Expo-Box (A Toolbox for Exposure Assessors), or subsequent revision. 

b) DECO (2014). The DECO Environmental Risk Assessment Toolkit: Tools for Environmental 
Risk Assessment and Management, or subsequent revision. 

Biosecurity Control Manual means the HSSE Risk Control Manual: Biosecurity, QCQGC-BXOO-ENV 
MAN-000002, Revision 4, May 2018, approved on 15 May 2018, or subsequent revision approved 
by the Minister. 

Brigalow (Acacia harpophyl/a dominant and co-dominant) threatened ecological community 
means the EPBC listed threatened ecological community as described in the Approved 
Conservation Advice for the Brigalow (Acacia harpophylla dominant and co-dominant) ecological 
community (2013), or subsequent revision. 

Business day/s means a day that is not a Saturday, a Sunday or a public holiday in the state or 
territory of the action. 

Cease work provisions means a protocol to promptly discontinue all aspects of the action which 
have the potential to cause any impact to the function of GOEs and to urgently implement 
corrective action to reduce performance criteria below limits and trigger values. 

Chemical risk assessment means an assessment prepared by a suitably qualified person to assess 
the risk of chemicals used in drilling operations for coal seam gas extraction on protected matters. 

Clear/ed/ing means the cutting down, felling, thinning, logging, removing, killing, destroying, 
poisoning, ringbarking, uprooting or burning of vegetation (but not including weeds - see the 
Australian weeds strategy 2017 to 2027 for further guidance). 

Coal seam gas water management guidelines means any Departmental policies, guidance or 
agreements that relate to coal seam gas water management and/or monitoring. 

Commencement of clearing means the first instance of any cutting down, felling, thinning, logging, 
removing, killing, destroying, poisoning, ringbarking, uprooting or burning of vegetation (but not 
including weeds - see the Australian weeds strategy 2017 to 2027 for further guidance). 

Commence/ment of Stage 1 means the first instance of any specified activity associated with 
Stage 1 including clearing of vegetation and construction of any infrastructure. Commencement of 
Stage 1 does not include minor physical disturbance necessary to: 

i. undertake pre-clearance surveys or monitoring programs; 

ii. install signage and lor temporary fencing to prevent unapproved use of the project area; 

iii. protect environmental and property assets from fire, weeds and pests, including 
construction of fencing, and maintenance of existing surface access tracks; and 

iv. install temporary site facilities for persons undertaking pre-commencement activities so 
long as these are located where they have no impact on the protected matters. 

Commence/ment of groundwater extraction means the first instance of groundwater extraction. 

Completion data means an environmental report and spatial data clearly detailing how the 
conditions of this approval have been met. The Department's preferred spatial data format is 
shapefile. Completion data includes information detailing the date, location, approved project 
area, and actual total cleared area/s, total area and type of listed and threatened species and 
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communities habitat cleared within the project area, listed threatened species and communities 
habitat quality within retention area/s, actual total retention area/s, the type of listed 
threatened species and communities habitat within retention area/s, actual total area of listed 
threatened species and communities habitat and the habitat quality within the offset area/s 
required under Conditions 11 and 14. 

Completion of the action means all specified activities associated with the action have 
permanently ceased. 

Compliance records means all documentation or other material in whatever form required to 
demonstrate compliance with the conditions ot approval in the approval holder's possession or 
that are within the approval holder's power to obtain lawfully. 

Compliance reports means written reports: 

i. providing accurate and complete details of compliance, incidents, and non-compliance 
with the conditions and the plans; 

ii. consistent with the Department's Annual Compliance Report Guidelines (2014); 

iii. include a shapefile of any clearance of any protected matters, or their habitat, 
undertaken within the relevant 12 month period; and 

iv. annexing a schedule of all plans prepared and in existence in relation to the conditions 
during the relevant 12 month period. 

Constraints Planning and Field Development Protocol means the Constraints Planning and Field 
Development Protocol- Sural Basin Ac..,.~ay~ Revision 2, November 2017, approved on 4 January 
2018, or subsequent revision approved by the Minister. 

Construction means the erection of a building or structure that is or is to be fixed to the ground 
and wholly or partially fabricated on-site; the alteration, maintenance, repair or demolition of any 
building or structure; preliminary site preparation work which involves breaking of the ground 
(including pile driving); the laying of pipes and other prefabricated materials in the ground, and 
any associated excavation work; but excluding the installation of temporary fences and signage. 

Department/al means the Australian Government agency responsible for administering 
the EPBC Act. 

DEHP Guide means the Guide to determining terrestrial habitat quality: A toolkit for assessing land 
based offsets under the Queensland Environmental Offsets Policy (Qld Department of Environment 
and Science, 2017). 

Environmental Management Plan Guidelines means the Environmental Management Plan 
Guidelines (2014), or subsequent revision. 

Environmental Offsets Policy means the EPBC Act Environmental Offsets Policy (2012), or any 
subsequent revision, including the Offset Assessment Guide. 

EPBC Act means the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth). 

Function means the groundwater, surface water and ecosystem components (including 
organisms), processes and benefits/services that characterise and support the occurrence of the 
GDE, including support for biological diversity or species composition. 

GDE Program peer review means a review carried out by an independent suitably qualified water 
resources expert which will evaluate whether the GDE Program required under Condition 22 will 
ensure Condition 20 will be met. As a minimum, this must include, but not be limited to a review 
of the adequacy of the: 

a) hydrogeology and conceptualisation, including the review of all historical monitoring data to 
determine trends and its ability to set appropriate trigger values and limits; 
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b) groundwater flow modelling; 

c) accuracy of GDE surveying and characterisation; 

d) scope of groundwater, surface water and ecological monitoring; 

e) applicability and scientific robustness of performance criteria, trigger values and limits in 
meeting Condition 20; 

f) methodology for confirming exceedance of a trigger value or limit, including the area of 
influence; and 

g) feasibility of mitigation measures. 

Where inadequacies are identified, the independent suitably qualified water resources expert 
must state what the inadequacy is, why it has occurred and what work must be taken to rectify it. 

Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat means all areas of Eucalypt forests or woodlands that 
contain, or have the potential to contain, hollow-bearing trees. For the impact site, the relevant 
habitat is shaded in yellow and designated 'Greater Glider Habitat' at Attachment D. 

Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem/s (GDE/s) means Aquatic GOEs, subterranean GOEs and 
terrestrial GOEs. 

Habitat quality means the baseline condition of South-eastern long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus 
corbentl habitat, Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the 
ACT) habitat and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) habitat determined by ecological surveys 
undertaken in accordance with the DEHPGuide. 

Habitat quality score/s means the score out of 10 which is input into the Offsets Assessment 
Guide calculator based on an assessment of the habitat quality, and must be consistent with the 
EPBC Act Environmental Offsets Policy. The score is a measure of how well a particular site 
supports a particular listed threatened species or community and contributes to its ongoing 
viability. The score consists of three components: site condition, site context and species stocking 
rate, as described in the Department's Offsets Assessment Guide. 

Impact/sled means to suffer any measurable direct or indirect disturbance or harmful change as a 
result of any activity associated with the action. 

Incident means any event which has the potential to, or does, impact on one or more protected 
matter(s). 

Independent audit means an audit conducted by an independent and suitably qualified person as 
detailed in the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 19991ndependent Audit 
and Audit Report Guidelines (2019). 

Independent suitably qualified waterresources expert means a person with at least a 
postgraduate degree (or equivalent) in a suitable area (such as hydrology or hydrogeology) 
and a minimum of 10 years relevant experience in water resources assessment, including at 
least one year of experience in Australia, who is independent of the suitably qualified water 
resources expert. 

Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT habitat means 
any forest or woodland (including remnant, regrowth and modified vegetation communities) 
containing species that are Koala food trees or any shrub land with emergent Koala food trees. 

legally secure means to secure a covenant or similar legal agreement in relation to a site; to 
provide enduring protection for the site against development incompatible with conservation. 

limit/s means a threshold greater than a trigger value that, should it be reached or exceeded, 
cease work provisions will be implemented. 
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Listed threatened species and communities/listed threatened species or community means a 
threatened species or ecological community listed under the EPBC Act for which this approval has 
effect including, but not limited to, the: 

a) South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni); 

b) Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT); 

c) Greater Glider (Petauroides volans); and 

d) Brigalow (Acacia harpophylla dominant and co-dominant) threatened ecological community. 

Minister means the Australian Government Minister administering the EPBC Act including any 
delegate thereof. 

Monitoring data means the data required to be recorded under the conditions of this approval. 

New drilling fluid compound/s means drilling fluid compound/s that were not included in the 
Chemical Risk Assessment submitted to and agreed to by the Department in the preliminary 
documentation. However, the use of the chemical identified as "Component 3" in the tables at 
Attachment B of the Gap Analysis for Chemical Risk Assessment for Drill Chemicals, 1 March 2019, 
provided in the preliminary documentation is not agreed by the Department. The chemical risk 
assessment process required under Condition 17-19 of this approval must be undertaken prior to 
the use of the "Component 3" chemical. 

New or increased impact means a new or increased environmental impact or risk relating to any 
protected matter, when compared to the likely impact of implementing the action management 
plan that has been approved by the Minister under condition 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10, including any 
subsequent revisions approved by the Minister, as outlined in the Guidance on 'New or Increased 
Impact' relating to changes to approved management plans under EPBC Act environmental 
approvals (2017). 

Offset Assessments Guide values means the offset values for the EPBC Act listed threatened 
South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus corbeni), Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) (combined 
populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT) and Greater Glider (Petauroides volans), as shown at 
Attachment C. 

Outcomes report peer review means a review carried out by an independent suitably qualified 
water resources expert that evaluates and interprets ongoing monitoring data and whether 
trigger values. 

Patch/es means a discrete and mostly continuous area of a GDE; it can include small-scale 
variations, gaps and disturbances. 

Performance criteria means specific parameters, associated with and relevant to GDE function or 
the viability of a patch of a GDE that will be monitored to demonstrate that the outcome of no 
adverse effect is being achieved, measured at a specific time and place. 

Plan(s) means any of the documents required to be prepared, submitted, approved by the 
Minister, implemented by the approval holder and/or published on the website in accordance 
with these conditions (includes action management plans, pre-clearance survey reports and/or 
peer review terms of reference). 

Preliminary documentation means the Surat Basin Acreage Development EPBC 2018/8276- 
Preliminary Documentation Matters of National Environmental Significance Impact Assessment 
Report, September 2019, Revision 6, published on the website after 9 September 2019. 

Project area means the area enclosed by the red line designated 'Project Area' in Attachment A. 

Protected matter means a matter protected under a controlling provision in Part 3 of the EPBC Act 
for which this approval has effect. 
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Reinstatement and Rehabilitation Manual means the Surat Basin Acreage - Remediation 
Rehabilitation, Recovery and Monitoring Plan, QCQGCLNG-BXOO-ENV-PLN-OOOOlS, Revision 1, 
May 2014, provided to the Department on 13 June 2014 as part of the preliminary documentation 
for EPBC 2013/7047, or subsequent revision approved by the Minister. 

Retention area/s means an area/s (in hectares) retained within the project area to provide current 
and future habitat for listed threatened species and communities. 

Reversed means that the function of GOEs have been reinstated to their pre-impact state and 
sustained for 10 business days. 

Sensitive ecological data means data as defined in the Australian Government Department ofthe 
Environment (2016) Sensitive Ecological Data - Access and Management Policy Vl.0. 

Shapefile means location and attribute information of the action provided in an Esri shapeflle' 
format. Shapefiles must contain '.shp', '.shx' , '.dbf' files and a '.prj' file that specifies the 
projection/geographic coordinate system used. Shapefiles must also include an '.xml' metadata 
file that describes the shapefile for discovery and identification purposes. 

Significant Species Management Plan means the Significant Species Management Plans, Surat 
North Development Area (QCLNG-BXOO-ENV-PLN-0000I0) Revision 0, January 2014, approved on 5 
February 2014, or subsequent revision approved by the Minister. 

South-eastern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilu5 corbeni) habitat means as described in the 
Conservation Advice Nyctophilus corbeni South-eastern Long-eared Bat (2015), or subsequent 
revision. 

Stage 1 means the construction and operation of 119 coal seam gas wells with a combined 
maximum peak rate of groundwater production of 10 ML per day within the area shaded in green 
designated 'Stage l' in Attachment B. 

Stage 2 means activities associated with the action excluding Stage l. 

Subterranean GOEs means aquifer ecosystems, including stygofauna. 

Suitably qualified field ecologist means a person who has professional qualifications and at least 
three years of work experience designing and implementing surveys for listed threatened species 
and communities, and can give an authoritative assessment and advice on the presence of listed 
threatened species and communities using relevant protocols, standards, methods and/or 
literature. If the person does not have appropriate professional qualifications, the person must 
have at least five years of work experience designing and implementing surveys for listed 
threatened species and communities. 

Suitably qualified person means a person who has professional qualifications, training, skills 
and/or experience related to the nominated subject matter and can give authoritative 
independent assessment, advice and analysis on performance relative to the subject matter using 
the relevant protocols, standards, methods and/or literature. 

Suitably qualified water resources expert means a person with at least a postgraduate degree 
(or equivalent) in a suitable area (such as hydrology or hydrogeology) and a minimum of 10 
years relevant experience in water resources assessment, including at least one year of 
experience in Australia. 

Survey Guidelines means the_Matters of National Environmental Significance, Significant Impact 
Guidelines 1.1, Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (2013), Survey 
Guidelines for Australia's threatened bats (2010), Survey Guidelines for Australia's threatened birds 
(2010), Survey Guidelines for Australia's threatened frogs (2010), Survey guidelines for Australia's 
threatened fish (2011), Survey guidelines for Australia's threatened mammals (2011), Survey 
guidelines for Australia's threatened reptiles (2011) and species-specific surveys as described in the 
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Department's Species Profile and Threats Database profile for the relevant EPBC Act-listed 
threatened species. 

Terrestrial GOEs means ecosystems partially or wholly dependent on the subsurface presence of 
groundwater. 

Trigger value/s means a threshold for the performance criteria that, should it be reached or 
exceeded (either through modelling or monitoring), the approval holder will implement an 
appropriate management response such that a limit is not reached and the trigger value is no 
longer exceeded. 

Viability means the ability of a patch of a GOE to sustain itself for the period for which the 
approval has effect. 

Website means a set of related web pages located under a single domain name attributed to the 
approval holder and available to the public. 
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ATIACHMENTS 

Attachment A: Project Area 

Attachment B: Stage 1 

Attachment C: Offset Assessment Guide values 

Attachment D: Greater Glider habitat 
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Attachment C: Offset Assessment Guide values 

Relevant protected matter South-eastern Koala Greater Glider 
Long-eared Bat (Phascolarctos cinereus) (Petauroides volans) 
(Nyctophilus (combined populations 
corbeml of Qld, NSW and the 

ACT) 

Impact area (ha) 80 62 62 

Impact quality (1-10) 6 6 6 

Time over which loss is 20 20 20 
averted (years) 

Start area (ha) 280 220 220 

. Risk of loss without offset 0 0 0 
(%) 

Risk of loss with offset (%) 0 0 0 

Confidence in risk of loss 95 95 95 
result (%) 

Time until ecological benefit 20 20 20 
(years) 

Start quality (1-10) 7 7 7 

Future quality without 6 6 6 
offset (1-10) 

Future quality with offset (1- 8 8 8 
10) 

Confidence in quality result 90 90 90 
(%) 
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